Tracker item link and item dynamic list type field seems to be broken.
Checking another user issue on Tiki 18 (see related) I wanted to check also on Trunk.

See instance

See video:
https://share.vidyard.com/watch/Firvq3xhrK9NQBfpQSGrZ8F?

Solution
It is not possible (anymore?) to use a dynamic to display a single value automatically. It will display in any case a list of value even if the value is unique (they will be a blank value you can select).

If you want to display a single value (based on a matching field from a different tracker) it is possible to use Item Link.
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Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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Is this really a release blocker?

Importance 9?

What approx % of Tiki instance will be affected?
Does this affect any *.tiki.org site?

https://tiki.org/forumthread70125-Being-realistic-about-priorities

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 30 Sep 18 06:47 GMT-0000

Item link and item dynamic list is used by many non-techie admins or webmasters that don’t use yet advanced functionality for trackers introduced since Tiki15. Many of our pages in doc and samples also explain how to use trackers using those 2 fields together.

During several release those fields were broken times after times and this regression due to addition of code not tested using "legacy" sample contributed to the impression that upgrading Tiki wasn’t safe. Something I worked hard to clear out. ;)

So I think yes this deserve a higher priority and I see it as a blocker.
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